
Group Homework
For the week of February 6, 2022

GETTING TO KNOW ME:
 • Favorite Christmas gift from last year? (Could be one you gave 

or one you got.)

 • On a scale of 1–10, how excited are you for the Super Bowl 
next week?

SPIRITUAL INFLUENCE:
 • Where are you on your journey of spiritual influence? 

(Developing a friendship? Discovering a story?  
Discerning next steps?)

 • What is one goal you can set for yourself regarding spiritual 
influence? (Choose a one life? Develop a friendship? Discover a 
story? Have a conversation about faith? Share a meal together?)

REVIEW:
What is one thing that will stick with you from this week’s message?

February 6, 2022

DIGGING DEEPER:
This week we are looking at a tragic story from the book of Numbers. 
As the Israelites near the end of their forty years of wandering, 
Moses lets their complaints push him to make a decision with 
lasting consequences for himself as well as God’s chosen people.        
Read: Numbers 20:1-13
 1. Why is it important for us not to be dismissive and hypercritical 

of the people of Israel’s behavior in passages like this?

  a. Why is it dangerous to be too sympathetic toward Moses  
 in this passage?

 2. The Israelites had a very real need; this means they felt like 
they had a legitimate complaint against God for not providing 
it. What can this teach us about times in our lives when we 
have real needs, and we feel like God is not meeting them?

 • Read: Isaiah 55:8-9
 3. Is it comforting, confusing, or frustrating to read this verse and 

know that we will always be in the lower story and only see in 
part the plans and ways of God?

  a. What opportunities might this reality create for us in  
 this world?



APPLICATION: (for personal use only)
 1. What personal weakness in your life has the potential to keep 

you from finishing well?

 2. When you are overwhelmed with stress, where do you go?

 3. What does it look like for you to give God the glory for 
everything in your life?

EXTRA STUDY:
 • Exodus 17:1-7 (Similar story, positive outcome)
 • 1 Corinthians 13:10-12

PRAYER REQUESTS:

The homework is available to do and save on the MPCC App!  
Click: Groups — Date (of homework).

Share pictures of your Group! #mpccgroups

 4. Why does it seem so hard for leaders to finish well?  
(We can all think of leaders in the Bible and outside of it that 
failed to do this.)

 5. What does it look like for a person to let their stress and 
difficulties lead them closer to God rather than away  
from Him?

 6. How might a person identify their personal weaknesses when 
we are so often blind to them?

 7. What does it mean to be faithful in the small things?


